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Abstract

Animation Studio is a place to patch activity of expanding and making animation in Surabaya and around Surabaya. Expanding animation studio in Surabaya because there is no place in Surabaya can patch inspiration of animator to making animation well. Activities of producing animation are making of animation, including 2D animation and 3D animation, and to sell the product of animation.

The building shape consider with process of animation production from first step of animation production is sketch until the end of animation production is digital animation. The changing start from sketch until making 2dimension animation process and making 3dimension process. It is seen on the change of colour on each shape of building. The change colour from white to grey, from plain colour to strong colour. Process of change colour can be seen in material change.

So, movement theme can felt by people who use the building even pass by the building. It is because the plan of building use movement theme. Theme of building is used in exterior and interior building.